101

Danger/Caution

102

Cross-road of junction with
priority from right

103

Right bend

105

Double bend (first to right)

108

Steep descent

110

Steep ascent

112

Uneven road

113

Danger of snow or ice

114

Road slippery when wet

115

Falling rocks

116

Loose chippings

117

Cross-wind

120

Road narrows on both sides

121

Road narrows on right side

123

Road works

124

Congestion

125

Two-way traffic ahead

128

Opening bridge

129

Quayside or riverbank

131

Light signals

133

Pedestrians

134

Pedestrian crossing

136

Children

138

Cyclists crossing

140

Cattle crossing

142

Wild animals crossing

144

Airfield

150

Level crossing with gate or
barrier ahead

151

Level crossing without gate
or barrier

153

Triple bar countdown
markers (left) at approach
to crossing with gate or

156

Triple bar countdown
markers (right) at approach
to crossing with gate or
barrier

201

St. Andrew's cross; railroad
traffic has priority

205

Give way

206

Stop and give way

208

Oncoming traffic has
priority

209-30

Ahead only

209-20

Turn right ahead

209-10

Turn left ahead

209-31

Turn right or left only

211-20

Turn right

214-20

Ahead or right only

214-10

Ahead or left only

222-20

Pass on the right

222-10

Pass on the left

220

One-way street

224

Stop (tram/streetcar or bus)

224-51

Stop (schoolbus)

229

Taxi rank

237

Route for cycles only

238

Horse riders only

239

Pedestrians only

240

Pedestrians and cycles only,
no separation

241

Cycles and pedestrians only,
separate track and path

242

Beginning of a pedestrian
zone

243

End of a pedestrian zone

244

Beginning of a cycle road

244a

End of a cycle road

245

Bus lane

250

No vehicles

251

No motorcars or other multitrack motor vehicles

253

No power-driven vehicles
with a permissible total
weight exceeding 3.5t, and
their trailers or tractors
except passenger cars and
buses

254

No bicycles

255

No motorcycles with or
without side-car, mopeds or
motor-assisted cycles

256

No motor-assisted cycles

258

No horse riders

259

No pedestrians

260

No motorcycles with or
without side-car, mopeds or
motor-assisted bicycles and
other multitrack powerdriven vehicles
No power-driven vehicles
carrying dangerous goods

261
262

No vehicles over weight
shown in tons

263

Axle weight limit in tons

264

No vehicles over width
shown
No vehicles over height
shown
No vehicles or combinations
over length shown

265
266
267

No entry for vehicular traffic

268

Snow chains mandatory

269

No vehicles carrying waterpolluting substances

270

Driving ban in the case of
smog or to reduce airpolluting substances

272

No U-turns

273

Keep minimum distance

274

Maximum speed

1052-36 "Wet Surface" sign
274.1

Beginning/

274.2

End of speed limit zone

275

Minimum speed

276

No overtaking

277

278

No overtaking for powerdriven vehicles with a
permissible total weight
exceeding 3.5t, and their
trailers or tractors except
passenger cars and buses
End of speed limit

279

End of minimum speed

280

End of prohibition to
overtake for all powerdriven vehicles
End of prohibition to
overtake for power-driven
vehicles with a permissible
total weight exceeding 3.5t,
and their trailers or tractors
except passenger cars and
buses

281

282

End of all previous
prohibitions and restrictions

283

No stopping

283-10

No stopping (beginning)

283-30

No stopping (middle)

283-20

No stopping (end)

286

Waiting restrictions apply

290

Entrance to controlled
parking zone

291

Parking disc

292

End of controlled parking
zone

293

Pedestrian crossing

294

Stop line

295

Lane and carriageway
delimitation

296

One-lane delimitation
("Must not cross")

297

Direction arrows

297.1

Lane will be delimited or

298

Area may not be entered by
vehicles (hatch markings)

299

No parking area
Source: ADAC

